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Chapter 1 : Texas! Lucky - Sandra Brown
Texas Lucky is unbelievable most of the time. I thought the female lead to be very ignorant for someone that was
supposed to be quite intelligent an Just pass on this early Sandra Brown book. I'm not even going to read the others in
the series.

To view it, click here. So I did some research before starting my review. Today Sandra Brown is In - when
this book was initially published, she was As in ancient, really. The way the hero talks to every woman, well,
really the way he talks to everyone is just plain old-fashioned and stereotypical of the So I did some research
before starting my review. The way the hero talks to every woman, well, really the way he talks to everyone is
just plain old-fashioned and stereotypical of the crappy reputation associated with east Texas in general. The
guys who did it are blown off by the cops, feds, Lucky, Devon and everyone else for being TOO obvious. Um,
in the real world, if it looks like a duck, walks like a duck, it must be a. Seriously, that was just one of the
many lame plot points in this book. But not that it matters, because she still slept with him, twice! She can
stand by her convict husband, but will not do the right thing and stand up for Lucky and clear him in the eyes
of the law? That is just inconsistent and stupid on so many levels, it makes me seriously hate this heroine.
How attractive is that? So why 2 stars instead of one? Two reasons save this book from being a total waste of
time. I like Susan instantly for this. Also, she is one scheming demon! One way I think this book could have
been saved is if Susan was the one who set the fire. Instead of going for the obvious, having little Miss Susan
Perfect Everything commit a crime to get what she wants would have worked better. But no, Brown with the
obvious idiots for the crime. That part is lame. But the heartbreak Chase feels for the loss of his beloved wife
and the baby they had just found out about is very well written. It could have been achingly beautiful, but
instead it was just a glimpse of good writing, in an otherwise bad book. Do yourself a favor, unless you love
the stereotypical Texas jerk that some authors seem to think readers love to read about because they look like
studly alphas, when really they are just overgrown cavemen Lucky even refers to himself as one , then avoid
this book like the plague!
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Chapter 2 : [Sandra Brown] â‹— Texas! Lucky (Texas! Tyler Family Saga, #1) â‹® Books Online
Texas! Lucky: A Novel (Texas! Tyler Family Saga) [Sandra Brown] on racedaydvl.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. The first book in #1 New York Times bestselling author Sandra Brown's beloved Texas! trilogy introduces readers
to a close-knit family struggling to go on without its patriarchâ€”and to a man in pursuit of an elusive woman who may
hold his future in her hands.

Lucky Tyler, seated on a barstool, was nursing his second whiskey and water. Bothered again by the rough,
masculine laughter coming from one corner of the tavern, he glanced irritably over his shoulder to look in that
direction. Lucky only grunted in response. Turning back to his drink, he hunched his shoulders and sank a
little deeper into his slouching position on the barstool. Describing the place as a lounge sure was euphemistic,
he thought. The place was a bona fide honky-tonk. It had first opened during the boom, fifty or so years
earlier. Before the bar had a flashing neon star out front, before it had indoor plumbing, the place had served
bootleg liquor to roughnecks, wildcatters, and the ladies of the night who comforted them when the wells
turned up dry or who took their money when they struck black gold. If a woman came to the place, she was
there for one reason and one reason only. The instant a woman alone darkened the door, hunting season
commenced. However, when another burst of laughter erupted from the corner, Lucky swung his gaze around
again. Several things struck him as odd. A long-neck beer stood on the chipped Formica table in front of the
woman, along with a half-filled glass. Strange that she had asked for a glass. Oh, she was good-looking, all
right, but her makeup was conservative, and her clothing upscale and chic. Which was the truth. Little Alvin
had been so dubbed merely because he was eighth of the eight offspring born to the Cagneys. One of his
quarterback sacks had left a rookie Dolphins player with blurred vision, stuttering speech, and a retirement
pension. The tackle had been so unnecessarily rough, Little Alvin himself had suffered a dislocated shoulder.
The team management had used his injury as its reason for not picking up his contract at the end of that
season, but it was speculated that management was glad of the excuse to get rid of him. He still considered
himself a superstud football hero. Even from across the dim, smoky lounge, Lucky could see that she was
growing more agitated by the minute. She shrugged off his hand and reached for her purse. She attempted to
slide out of the booth, but pounds of Little Alvin Cagney, along with his sidekick, Jack Ed Patterson, who had
recently done time in Huntsville State Prison for assault with a deadly weapon, blocked her escape. He was
going to have to do something about this, and damned if he was in the mood for it. It had been a hell of a
week. Business was rotten, and a loan payment was only weeks away from coming due. Susan was dropping
hints about a diamond ring for her left hand. The last thing he needed was a run-in with a couple of lowlifes
like Little Alvin and Jack Ed. But what if their quarry had been his kid sister, Sage? He would like to think
that some decent guy would come to her aid. Of course, Sage was smart enough not to get herself into a sticky
situation like this. His daddy had drilled into him and Chase, his older brother by a year and a half, that when a
lady said no to a pass, the answer was no. The woman might not be very nice for leading a guy on and then
changing her mind at the last minute, but the answer was still, unequivocally, no. And his mother expected
him to treat every woman chivalrously, no matter how trashy she was. His ears still rang whenever he recalled
the lecture his mother had given him in the ninth grade, when he brought home the delicious gossip that
Drucilla Hawkins had "done it" at the drive-in the previous Saturday night. It had been such a scalding lecture
that he remembered it to this day, nearly twenty years later, at the ripe old age of thirty-two. He muttered
another foul curse beneath his breath, and tossed back the remainder of his drink. Some things you had to do
whether you wanted to or not. Defending a woman from Little Alvin and Jack Ed was one of those things. One
booted foot, then the other, unhooked its heel from the chrome rung encircling the legs of the barstool. Lucky
swiveled around on the maroon vinyl seat, worn slick and smooth by too many rear ends to count. The row of
video games still beeped and burped and flashed a kaleidoscope of electronic colors, but those playing them
turned curiously, instantly attuned to the sudden shift in the atmosphere. It was like the expectant stillness
before a tornado struck. Her eyes were shifting nervously between the two men. He bent over her so far, she
recoiled into the corner of the booth. His laughter broke off when Lucky spoke from behind him. Lucky was
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standing with one thumb tucked beneath his waistband, the hand casually curled over his tooled-leather belt,
and the other braced against the tarnished brass hat rack mounted on the end of the neighboring booth. His feet
were crossed at the ankles. He was smiling pleasantly. Only the cocky tilt of his dark blond head and the
coldness of his blue eyes belied his friendly tone of voice.
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Chapter 3 : Texas! Lucky (Texas! Tyler Family Saga, #1) by Sandra Brown
Lucky by Sandra Brown The first book in #1 New York Times bestselling author Sandra Brown's beloved Texas! trilogy
introduces readers to a close-knit family struggling to go on without its patriarchâ€”and to a man in pursuit of an elusive
woman who may hold his future in her hands.

Tyler Family Saga, 1 Mo 3. I love a hairy chest. Its a good set up for book 2 and the story of Chase. Lucky is
the hottest bachelor in town. One of the rich locals has her sights set on him but he has no desires for her or
marriage. While stopping by the bar on his way home he comes to the rescue of an out-of-towner, Devon, who
is being hassled by some local jerks. Not a taxing plot line, it was easy listening. Devon and Lucky made a full
of chemistry couple, and it was nice to see Lucky the bad boy come good in the end. This easy read a Shelly
So I did some research before starting my review. Today Sandra Brown is In - when this book was initially
published, she was As in ancient, really. The way the hero talks to every woman, well, really the way he talks
to everyone is The storyline has no edge. The characters are old-fashioned. On the positive note, I started
Sandra Brown books four months ago and Texas Lucky was already my 17th read. Lucky" is the story of
Lucky and "Dovey"Basically Lucky rescues Dovey from a fight in a bar, and they end up having a one night
stand. When later he is accused of torching his property for insurance, he ends up going back to her for alibi..
So my big issues with this book.. Lucky was a hoot and a half! Devon Haines has just been delivered a blow
that has her reeling and maybe not quite thinking clearly. It was because of the day that she had that she
allowed a night of passion with Lucky. When morning came though she knew that it could never be again.
The heroine is pissed off at the hero because he saves her from sexual harrasment or maybe even rape because
she could have dealt with it herself newsflash: Not a bad read. The last thing he needs is a damsel in distress in
need of rescuing but he can no more ignore the pretty- altho out of place- woman getting harassed by two local
scuzzballs, than he would if his own sister were being hit Robin When Lucky Tyler helps a beautiful redhead
out of a bad situation, he is upset when she disappears without a word of thanks. Eventually he finds her and
talks his way into her hotel room and her bed. In the morning she is gone. Lucky needs to find her. The
redhead is his alibi and he needs to find her fast. But when he does track her down, Devon Haines refuses to
come fo Jonel Boyko There were times where this story was so emotional that it brought tears to my eyes. At
other times I was laughing so hard my belly hurt. Brown had me caught up in this world in Texas, trying to
figure out what really happened while at the same time hoping it will take a while so that the characters can
work out their problems. I love the way that Lucky was developed in this novel, and the story behind his
nickname is absolutely priceless. I purchased this book after noticing in my goodreads friends favorite pile. I
have been craving a good book with a hot Texan so i figured this book would fit the bill. Lucky is certainly a
hot Texan but he is also a bad, bad boy. I am normally su Marielle This put a smile on my face, which was
exactly what I needed. Is it a profound story? Is it old school? Yes, but not to the point of it being rapey. Does
it have faults? Although some people shelved this under romantic suspense, which was misleading. It had a
little mystery, but it was pretty predictable, not what I would call suspense. The romance between Lucky and
Devon was cute! It was a nice entertaining read, and I will be reading more from this author in the future! Dee
A good read but nothing to sing and dance about! Judy Churchill This book has more going for it. It has a
large and loving family. This first book of the Tyler family saga is about the younger son Lucky. He finds
trouble every time. Shawn Tyler attracts two things. Devon is swearing off two things A tall dark and
handsome stranger with After all, it was the right thing to do. The truth was he found her attractive. Jo-Anne
Even though Lucky Tyler got his name because he was lucky with women, he was also taught that women
were to be protected and respected no matter who there were or where they were. So when he saw a woman
being harassed by two men in a local bar, he automatically stepped in to help her. Lucky followed her out of
town to get a "thank you" from her, or so he beli I found the stories that actually dragged the story.. Spoilers
below - Warning: Jackie P Just pass on this early Sandra Brown book. I have read more current books by Ms.
Brown and have loved them all, but I received this book in a giveaway and felt compelled to read and review
it. Being written some odd years ago, you can tell how her writing style has finessed to what it is today. Texas
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Lucky is unbelievable most of the time. I thought the female lead to be very ignorant for so Rachel This book
was won in a giveaway on Goodreads. This is a book! Therefore the author has a right to take a little leeway in
order to create the storyline. I thoroughly enjoyed the story. I absolutely loved the character of Lucky The only
part I frowned over was when Tanya was kill Darcy While I enjoyed this book, there was some things that
struck me as funny. The first was the dated feeling of the book, Devon using a word processor and some of the
other things. He made no apologies for his ladies man ways or his tom catting past. It struck me as odd with
the way that Devon was such a feminist that she would be ok with that or that she would even start out the
book in the situation she did Liz Really unhappy with this book. The only funny t Pam H Narrator did a nice
job with the various characters, emotions and read at a smooth speed. While not overly detailed, you learn
enough about each of the key people to find the story interesting and the plot is plausible. A surprising event
occurs late in the book and has drawn me into the rest of the series. Now I have to see it through. Linda A little
cheesy
Chapter 4 : Texas! Lucky (Audiobook) by Sandra Brown | racedaydvl.com
Lucky Tyler attracted trouble--and women--like a lightning rod. But the night he stepped in to rescue a mysterious
redhead in a seedy bar, he got more than he bargained for!

Chapter 5 : Texas Lucky : Sandra Brown :
I have always loved Sandra Brown's novels, so it came as no surprise that I thouroughly enjoyed the Texas trilogoy. I
read the entire series in one weekend. It's a fun read, full of intrigue as well as romance.

Chapter 6 : Sandra Brown â€“ Page 12 â€“ Ebook Bike
The first book in #1 New York Times bestselling author Sandra Brown's beloved Texas! trilogy introduces readers to a
close-knit family struggling.

Chapter 7 : Texas! Lucky by Sandra Brown | racedaydvl.com
Lucky Tyler attracted trouble--and women--like a lightning rod. But the night he stepped in to rescue a mysterious
redhead in a seedy bar, he got more than he bargained for!The lady excited him, challenged him, drove him wild with
desire--then vanished without a trace.

Chapter 8 : Texas! Lucky - Indiana State Library
Find great deals on eBay for sandra brown texas lucky. Shop with confidence.

Chapter 9 : Texas! Lucky - Sandra Brown - Google Books
Sandra Brown is the author of more than fifty-five New York Times bestsellers, with over seventy million copies of her
books in print. She and her husband live in Arlington, Texas. She and her husband live in Arlington, Texas.
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